
Cross-Cultural Behaviour - Chp 13 

Multinational: A company operating in several countries 

 Most major corporations market outside local market - issue for marketers, how to do this? 

 Companies expand globally due to opportunities for growth 

 Multinational company has locations in multiple countries, but each location functions in its

 own way, essentially as its own entity 

 Global company has locations in multiple countries but with 1 company culture 

 Glocal company adapts the product to each specific location/culture 

 Multinational marketers must create strategies appropriate to consumers in foreign markets 

  Greater the similarity between nations, the easier it is to use similar strategies 

Globalisation - Consumers are coming into contact with products and lifestyles of other countries 

 Movies, travel, art, internet, products 

 However consumers take into account country of origin when purchasing 

  Products associated with countries evoke certain value - e.g. Japanese Cars 

  Country of origin can have positive & negative response - supporting home country 

Cross-Cultural Consumer Analysis: To what extent do consumers of 2/more nations similar or differ 

 It provide info on the following characteristics: 

Psychological, Social, Cultural 

Marketers use this info to design strategies 

Can be difficult to conduct research due to - laws, language barriers, info not being available 

Acculturation is necessary 

To ensure marketers understand unique values of a foreign culture, they need to be 

acculturated - Process for success depends on marketer modifying consumers’ traditions to 

market the product 

Multinational Strategies: 

 Global - Firms advocate consistent marketing approach regardless of location 

 Used for products with mass appeal 

 Local - Firms embrace an adaptive marketing strategy catering to specific cultural values 

Marketer Mistakes: 

 Neglecting to modify product to local tastes (colours, ingredients, etc.), promotion message

 isn't consistent with target culture (Often phrases can be translated poorly)  

 

 



Decision Making - Chp 14 

Decision: Selection of an action from two or more alternative choices 

4 Decision Making Models: 

1. Economic - Portrays world of perfect competition where individuals make rational decisions 

a. Consumers aware of all products and their positives and negatives 

i. This is unrealistic - consumers have limited knowledge & skills 

2. Passive - Assumes consumers simply follow the promotional efforts of marketers 

a. Consumers viewed as impulsive and irrational purchasers 

i. This is unrealistic - consumers can be active and make informed decisions 

3. Cognitive - Consumer viewed as a thinking problem solver - follows process to make decision 

a. Consumers viewed as information processors - they seek/evaluate info about brands 

i. Concept of Bounded Rationality: consumers can't be rational in economic 

sense but strive to make the best decisions given their limitations 

4. Emotional - Associate of feelings or emotions with purchases or possessions 

a. Consumers spend less time researching alternatives - Often impulse purchases 

i. Marketers appeal to emotional purchases - "You deserve it" 

5 Step Decision Making Process: 

1. Need Recognition 

2. Pre-Purchase/Information Search 

3. Evaluation of Alternatives 

4. Purchase 

5. Post-Purchase Evaluation 

Consumer Decision Rules: 

 Compensatory Decision Rules - Consumer evaluates brands in terms of each attribute and 

computes a summated score for each brand - Brand with highest score chosen 

 Allows a positive evaluation on one attribute to balance out a negative evaluation on 

another attribute - e.g. flight might be more expensive though safety greater 

 Non-Compensatory Decision Rules - Doesn't allow consumers to balance positive 

evaluations on one attribute against a negative evaluation on another attribute  

 Product with negative evaluation on key attribute are eliminated from consideration 

Relationship Marketing: Create long term bonds  

Stimulate a sense of belonging (Brand Communities) - ongoing communication with customers - two-

way valued relationship (Audi-Virtual Lab) - Consumers today less loyal due to 6 major forces 

 Choice, availability of info, entitlement,  financial insecurity, time scarcity, commodity 

Benefits of Loyalty/Relationship Building: 

Reduced marketing costs, lower transaction costs, fewer lost customers to replace, 

increased cross-selling, word of mouth, reduced failure costs 


